
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS: KELK, KRJC, KLKO, KEAU, KWNA

The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by these stations for the quarter specified. This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or 
significance of the issues.

ISSUES DESCRIPTION PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE
STATIONS

TIME DURATION DISCUSSION IN SEGMENT
KEAU KELK KLKO KRJC KWNA

Voter Registration Nevada News 10/7/2023 8:03 AM 1:32

More than half of Nevada voters are non-partisan and non-afflilated, 
and will not be able to vote in the Primary's on February 6, 2024. 
This is more than likely due to the Nevada Voter Law, which 
automatically, and possilby unknowingly [to the voter] registers a 
voter as non-partisan as  they get they driver's license. It is 
recommended to change parties by December 1, 2023.

Constituntional Rights Info Trak 10/7/2023 6:00 AM 9:06

Many Americans do not know what rights are protected under the 
First Amendment and a substantial number cannot name all three 
branches of government, according to the 2023 Annenberg 
Constitution Day Civics Survey. Prof. Levendusky shared other 
findings from the survey, discussed the reasons behind today’s 
widespread civic ignorance and explained why the trend is so 
worrisome.

Esmeralda County Sheriff Nevada News 11/3/2023 12:03 PM 1:01

Nevada Attorney General, Aaron Ford, has filed in 5th Judicial 
District Court to remove Esmeralda County Sheriff, Nicholas 
Dondero from his position due to Dondero's domestic violence 
conviction in 2007, which prevents him from holding a peace officer 
positon of any kind in the state of Nevada according to Ford. Ford 
was made aware of this from Esmeralda County DA and the State of 
Nevada, but he refuses to vacate the Sheriff's position. 

Education Info Trak 11/18/2023 6:00 AM 8:48

Ms. Gamm explained why parents, educators, and employers 
urgently need to understand
today’s generation of teens and young adults. She talked about the 
revolutionary effect that
technological advances have had on education and the development 
of the human mind. She
said every American needs to have a basic understanding of current 
technology because of
the wide-ranging ramifications these changes have on legislation, 
regulation and privacy.

Artificial Intelligence Info Trak 12/2/2023 6:00 AM 8:51

Prof. McFowland co-authored a recent study that found that the use 
of artificial intelligence
tools elevates the skills of the lowest performers across a wide range 
of fields to, or even far
above, what was previously average performance. Across a set of 18 
tasks designed to test a
range of business skills - from analysis to idea generation to 
persuasion - consultants who had
previously tested in the lower half of the group increased the quality 
of their outputs by 43%
with AI help while the top half only gained 17%. He discussed likely 
limitations in what AI can
do well in modern professional work. He believes that AI will not be 
able to replace most
human creativity and problem-solving

UNLV Shooting Nevada News 12/11/2023 6:03 PM 3:00

Metro Police found that the shooter of the UNLV had sent several 
letters to other professors around the country, some with a white 
powdery substance, which proved to not be harmful. Motives are still 
unknown.


